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Autonomous robotic experimentation strategies are rapidly rising in use because, without the need for user

intervention, they can efficiently and precisely converge onto optimal intrinsic and extrinsic synthesis

conditions for a wide range of emerging materials. However, as the material syntheses become more

complex, the meta-decisions of artificial intelligence (AI)-guided decision-making algorithms used in

autonomous platforms become more important. In this work, a surrogate model is developed using data

from over 1000 in-house conducted syntheses of metal halide perovskite quantum dots in a self-driven

modular microfluidic material synthesizer. The model is designed to represent the global failure rate,

unfeasible regions of the synthesis space, synthesis ground truth, and sampling noise of a real robotic

material synthesis system with multiple output parameters (peak emission, emission linewidth, and

quantum yield). With this model, over 150 AI-guided decision-making strategies within a single-period

horizon reinforcement learning framework are automatically explored across more than 600 000

simulated experiments – the equivalent of 7.5 years of continuous robotic operation and 400 L of

reagents – to identify the most effective methods for accelerated materials development with multiple

objectives. Specifically, the structure and meta-decisions of an ensemble neural network-based material

development strategy are investigated, which offers a favorable technique for intelligently and efficiently

navigating a complex material synthesis space with multiple targets. The developed ensemble neural

network-based decision-making algorithm enables more efficient material formulation optimization in

a no prior information environment than well-established algorithms.
Introduction

Through traditional trial-and-error material development
strategies, mastery of the synthesis space for emerging solution-
processed materials is costly and labor-intensive, and takes an
extensive amount of time to perform.1 The current gold stan-
dard colloidal nanomaterials development strategy, i.e., a ask-
based synthesis approach, requires large volumes of reagents
and frequently struggles to form consistent products between
syntheses, users, and different systems (e.g., ask sizes).2–5

Further limiting this approach is the need for expertly guided
experiment selection, which not only requires extensive prior
experience but also results in an impeded materials
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development workow since experiment conduction and
selection cannot occur simultaneously. In response, a growing
number of autonomous experimentation platforms capable of
closing this time gap have been developed across multiple areas
of research, including organic synthesis,6,7 device fabrica-
tion,8–10 molecule structure analysis,11 and nanoscience.12–20 As
a result, continuous chemical synthesis studies with improved
experiment selection and precision have been conducted with
high parameter space exploration efficiency.

While the aforementioned systems greatly improve upon
manual, ad-hoc reaction exploration strategies, they still oen
require substantial quantities of reactants (up to 200 mL of
solvents per experimental condition) and generate signicant
amounts of waste (e.g., 1–2 L of washing solvents). To address
the high chemical consumption of batch reactors, microuidic
reactors, which can reduce chemical consumption and waste
generation by more than two orders of magnitude, have
emerged as an effective platform for autonomous robotic
experimentation.21 While the majority of microuidic reactors
have been utilized for autonomous exploration of organic
syntheses,6,7,13,22,23 many have recently been used for colloidal
nanomaterial syntheses, primarily the formation of colloidal
quantum dots (QDs).24–26 These highly efficient and modular
material synthesis platforms are particularly adept in studying
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 6025–6036 | 6025
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Fig. 1 Illustration of an autonomous LHP QD synthesis bot (i.e., AI-
guided modular microfluidic platform) for rapid exploration of an
exemplary halide exchange reactions in colloidal LHP QDs through
cyclic data transfer from the surrogate model simulator with the AI-
based decision-making algorithm.
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vast colloidal nanomaterial synthesis spaces with multiple
input/outputs. Furthermore, the reduced experimental vari-
ability of microuidic platforms can signicantly improve
material synthesis precision and accelerate the discovery of (i)
optimized materials with desired optical and optoelectronic
properties and (ii) fundamental reaction mechanisms control-
ling the physicochemical properties of target materials. The
design of microuidic reactors integrated within autonomous
experimentation platforms vary from temperature-controlled,
single-phase ow with integrated robotic sample handling27 to
multi-phase ow formats28 for reduced fouling and improved
reactor lifetime.

In developing fully autonomous microuidic material
exploration platforms, choosing an effective experiment selec-
tion strategy in each iteration is vital to minimize the cost of
each optimization campaign. The earliest usage of a self-
optimizing ow reactor for the synthesis of colloidal nano-
materials applied the algorithm Stable Noisy Optimization by
Branch and FIT (SNOBFIT),21,29 which is a robust quadratics-
based system frequently used in guided reaction optimiza-
tions. However, recent studies of higher dimensional parameter
space chemical systems have gravitated towards more efficient
system modeling approaches that use articial intelligence (AI)
based decision-making strategies.

The use of AI-guided chemical synthesis strategies, including
Bayesian methods and reinforcement learning (RL) are more
appropriate in the setting of autonomous, closed-loop experi-
mental science. Here, obtaining data means running an
experiment to obtain an experimental response, which can be
noisy, suffer from equipment failure, or involve a complex
response. Traditional optimization methods, including
gradient-based techniques, are therefore not directly applicable
– as they treat such an experiment as a “function evaluation”
and are particularly susceptible to noise. These methods,
however, can be used effectively in tandem with surrogate
models – computer models that are trained on a set of experi-
mental data and treated as the ground-truth. Aer training,
surrogates are optimized in silico and the resulting optimized
settings are tested experimentally. This process, however,
decouples the general learning of a globally accurate surrogate
from optimizing, which leads to inefficiencies. In contrast,
modern, closed-loop AI based techniques use Bayesian models
to capture evolving beliefs of the experimental response func-
tion, but acknowledge that these beliefs are uncertain. Uncer-
tainties are used within the AI and decision-making framework
to strategically explore experiment space, with a specic goal of
identifying the optimal regions. In this way, rather than
decoupling learning and optimization, accurate beliefs of the
response co-evolve simultaneously with identication of
promising response regions. Such models are then used within
an AI framework to make experimental decisions that balance
between exploring uncertain regions of accessible synthesis
space vs. more directly achieving experimental objectives; they
may also factor in operational considerations such as time and
cost constraints of running an experimental campaign.

Given the nature of material synthesis space search algo-
rithms under limited resources, the best possible theoretical
6026 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 6025–6036
methods can sometimes be beaten by random sampling within
a given closed-loop experimental optimization campaign. The
consistency in which an AI agent can search through a vast
material synthesis space is, therefore, a more important algo-
rithm metric than the outcome of a single optimization.
However, in a physical experimentation platform, an impracti-
cally large number of experiments are required to determine the
optimization variance for a large set of input parameters ($5).
In this work, we develop a simulation-optimization framework
for evaluating AI algorithm performance within a single-period
horizon RL setting. Single-period horizon refers to a myopic
decision-making policy that maximizes expected reward
through the consideration of reward/regret obtained from
a single experimental decision. Here, reward/regret functions
can measure information gained from the result of running an
experiment but can also factor in the time to run such an
experiment or the amount of material consumed. Surrogate
modeling of experimentally obtained QD synthesis data using
a robotic quantum dot synthesizer platform – shown in Fig. 1 –

facilitated multiple material synthesis exploration campaigns.
We selected lead halide perovskite (LHP) QDs as our testbed of
AI-guided material synthesis exploration, due to their potential
impact in next-generation display and photovoltaic devices.30–32

The surrogate model used in this study, built from over 1000
physically conducted experiments, replicates the experimentally
derived failure rate of the microuidic material synthesis plat-
form, non-emitting sample regions, sampling variance for three
output parameters, and predicted outputs. Using the developed
AI-guided LHP QD synthesis framework within a high-
performance computing environment, we conduct the equiva-
lent of over 600 000 experiments (normally requiring over 400 L
of precursors and 7.5 years of continuous operation in
a microuidic reactor) to systematically study the performance
of more than 150 AI-guided material space exploration
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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strategies. We validate the accuracy of the developed surrogate
model in replicating an experimental space with experimental
optimization campaigns conducted using the developed
autonomous QD synthesis bot. Then, we automatically investi-
gate different aspects of RL-based LHP QD synthesis through
tuning of the belief model architecture, AI-guided decision
policies, and data boosting algorithms. The results of the opti-
mized AI-guided material synthesis agent are then compared
with four established optimization algorithms. With this opti-
mized RL-based LHP QD synthesis approach, we demonstrate
a mixed exploration/exploitation strategy for comprehensively
studying the vast colloidal synthesis universe of LHP QDs in as
few experiments as possible (i.e., minimum time and chemical
resources).

All experiments presented in this work cover material
exploration from a starting position of no prior knowledge.
While many AI-guided experimentation methods implement
prior knowledge or mechanistic models as initial estimates of
the material space,22 the limited data availability, composition
and morphological diversity, and high reaction sensitivity of
many colloidal nanomaterials make informed material explo-
ration difficult to conduct effectively.
Results and discussion
Experimental microuidic LHP QD synthesis studies

The exemplary colloidal synthesis explored in this study is the
halide exchange of cesium lead bromide QDs with zinc halide
salts in a continuous modular microuidic reactor. The
microreactor is a custom modular system built from off-the-
shelf commercial junctions and uoropolymer capillary
tubing (uorinated ethylene propylene, FEP). Spectral sampling
is conducted using a custom-built ow cell to accurately obtain
photoluminescence and absorption spectra of the in-ow
synthesized LHP QDs. The sampling space covers concentra-
tion ranges for ve reactive components: starting LHP QDs
(CsPbBr3), zinc iodide (ZnI2), oleic acid (OA), oleylamine (OLA),
and zinc bromide (ZnBr2). While the relative concentration of
each input stream can be varied individually, the total ow rate
of the reactive phase in the microreactor is held constant
through dilution with a toluene (Tol) stream, and the reactive
phase is segmented into isolated droplets with a peruorinated
carrier oil (PFO). The development of this modular robotic
Fig. 2 Schematic of the developed surrogate model with four stages
feasibility, (iii) output model sampling, and (iv) noise application.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
platform is comprehensively reported in prior work.26,28,33

Utilizing the developed autonomous LHP QD synthesis bot
(Fig. 1), we conducted over 1000 optimization experiments
producing reliable in-house generated data for training and
development of an accurate experimental system simulator (i.e.,
surrogate model).
Surrogate model simulator

The surrogate model, illustrated in Fig. 2, is comprised of four
experimentally validated functions. (i) The global failure rate is
representative of the 1.5% probability of experiment failure,
which results in no measurable output parameters. In a real-
world closed-loop autonomous system, malfunctions in equip-
ment or data processing algorithms are a regular occurrence
that must be sufficiently addressed by an AI-guided material
synthesis algorithm. Handling of these abnormalities are
particularly important for the case study system as a failed
experiment is indistinguishable from a valid experiment con-
ducted in a non-emitting region of the sample space.

Further building upon this distinction, (ii) the developed
surrogate model checks whether the given input conditions are
within a synthesizable region of the colloidal synthesis space,
shown in Fig. 3A. Using a näıve Bayes classier trained on the
starting 1000 sample data set, the feasibility model predicts
whether the provided input parameters (Xi) will produce an
emitting solution of LHP QDs. Between experiment failure and
unfeasible sampling regions, 4.5% of the training data set
resulted in no measurable parameters. Given that the input
parameters are projected to produce a viable experiment, (iii)
the output of each parameter is predicted by sampling from
a ground truth model comprised of three Gaussian process
regressions (GPRs) corresponding to each of the three output
parameters – peak emission energy (EP), emission full-width at
half-maximum (EFWHM), and photoluminescence quantum
yield (F).

The large data set sufficiently trained the ground truth
model (i.e., LHP QD synthesis simulator) for accurate prediction
of the output parameters as well as the quality metric objective
functions (Z) for 200 test experiments, shown in Fig. 3B–E.
Ensemble neural network (ENN) models were shown to be
equally effective in prediction accuracy; however, GPs were
chosen for the reduced computational requirements. Finally,
(iv) to simulate the expected measurement variability, addition,
of experiment simulation: (i) global experiment failure, (ii) sampling

Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 6025–6036 | 6027



Fig. 4 Illustration of the AI-guided material synthesis algorithm
applied in this work. Experimental data from the surrogate model are
used to train the belief model (either an ensemble neural network or
Gaussian process regression) on the three output parameters, which
are converted into a single quality value through the objective func-
tion. The response of this model is evaluated through the decision
policy, which is used to select the next set of experimental conditions.

Fig. 3 (A) Feasible materials synthesis space region as predicted by näıve Bayes classification model as a function of the five non-dimensional
input parameters, represented as a two-dimensional grid of three-dimensional surface plots – note that the surface color is intended solely as
a visual aid and all unfilled regions represent the unfeasible reaction space – and (B–E) the predicted vs. measured values of the ground truth
model for peak emission energy (EP), emission full-width at half-maximum (EFWHM), photoluminescence quantum yield (F), and the objective
function (Z) at a 2.2 eV target emission with error bars indicating one standard deviation.
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homoscedastic Gaussian noise is applied to each of the output
values as determined by the variance of each parameter (see ESI
Section S.1‡ for more details). Using the developed multi-stage
surrogate model of a real-world microuidic material synthesis
platform, the parameters and strategies surrounding AI-guided
material synthesis algorithms can be extensively explored. The
surrogate model was further compared to real-world experi-
mental data sets through campaigns designed to mimic opti-
mizations conducted in prior work. The optimizations, using
the ENN model reported in prior literature, produced optimi-
zation algorithm performance windows that capture the real-
world data effectively – see ESI section S.2.‡

Multi-objective optimization

The rst challenge in selecting an effective autonomous exper-
imentation strategy for materials development with multiple
outputs is identifying a method to simultaneously handle the
target objectives. Illustrated in Fig. 4, the AI-guided material
synthesis algorithm within a single-period horizon RL frame-
work is comprised of a belief model, an objective function, and
a decision policy. The objective function operates by converting
the three output parameter predictions of the belief model into
a single quality metric (Z), which the decision policy uses to
select the next experimental conditions.

In this work, we evaluate two objective function techniques:
(i) a weighted mean utility function and (ii) probability
sampling of the three output parameters. The utility form of the
objective function (Zutil) is a weighted mean of the three outputs
dened by percentage weights [APE, AFWHM, APLQY] aer appro-
priate non-dimensionalization and inversion of the variables:

Zutil ¼ APE

��EP;SP � EP

��
1:2 eV

þ AFWHMEFWHM

0:4 eV
þ APLQYð1� FÞ (1)
6028 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 6025–6036
Parameter sampling operates similarly; however, instead of
applying these weights to the normalized output parameters,
each parameter is individually optimized. At the time of
experimentation, samples are allocated with a selection proba-
bility corresponding to [APE, AFWHM, APLQY], as shown by

Zprob ¼

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

��EP;SP � EP

��
1:2 eV

; p ¼ APE

EFWHM

0:4 eV
; p ¼ AFWHM

1� F; p ¼ APLQY

(2)

where Zprob is the probability objective function and p corre-
sponds to the probability of selecting the corresponding
parameter.

Using the above-mentioned multi-objective strategies with
an expected improvement (EI) decision policy on a GP belief
model (ESI Section S.3‡), seven sets of data weights were tested
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 (A) Median peak emission energy, emission full-width at half-maximum, and photoluminescence quantum yield of the best measured LHP
QD synthesis condition, as determined by the corresponding objective function, at 5, 10, and 20 experiments using both objective function
sampling and probability sampling. (B) Predicted photoluminescence spectra for each set of objective function sampling weights at 10 exper-
iments and (C) at 12, 25, and 50 experiments for data weights [0.8, 0.1, 0.1], each estimated by a Gaussian distribution.

Fig. 6 (A) Median of the best observed peak emission energy, (B) the
peak emission energy, (C) best observed emission full-width at half-
maximum, and (D) best observed photoluminescence quantum yield
as determined by the data weights [0.8, 0.1, 0.1] for a both balanced
and peak emission biased utility function sampling with EI. The shaded
regions correspond to the 25th and 75th percentiles of the simulated
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with 100 replicates for each LHP QD optimization campaign. As
shown in Fig. 5A, objective function sampling outperformed
probability sampling for most parameter weight sets, and, while
selection of appropriate quality metrics across different output
weight models is difficult to impose without bias, the weight set
[0.8, 0.1, 0.1] appears to most holistically optimize the three
LHP QD output parameters. The valuation of each parameter is
ultimately a qualitative decision, and a comparison of the pre-
dicted optical spectra indicates that most of the tested data
weights are sufficient optimization tools producing similar
results (Fig. 5B). Upon closer inspection, however (Fig. 5A), the
weight set [0.8, 0.1, 0.1] produced the highest precision EP aer
20 experiments without sacricing quality in EFWHM and F. As
expected, the quality of the highest performing measurement
consistently improves as the number of experiments increases
and the best measured spectra across all replicates narrows
onto an optimum (Fig. 5C).

Interestingly, the simulation results for the weight set [0.98,
0.1, 0.1], which should prioritize achieving an optimal EP value
underperforms in terms of the best achieved EP value compared
to a more balanced weight set [0.8, 0.1, 0.1] (Fig. 6A and B). This
observed behavior points to a training regularization effect of
running experiments not specically geared toward achieving
a single objective. By focusing only on EP values, the EI policy
tended to not as effectively explore the accessible LHP QD
synthesis space in order to discover potentially better regions
for EP, and this haste by EI to exploit rather than explore is
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
mitigated when opting for a multi-target optimization. This
undesirable behavior of EI has been previously reported.34 For
example, Gongora et al.35 suggests a random discretization of
replicates.

Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 6025–6036 | 6029
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design space as a preprocessing step prior to calculating EI
values to prevent early exploitation. With respect to EFWHM
and F, the balanced weight sets allowed for notable improve-
ments over the EP biased weighting, as expected. Furthermore,
the balanced weight set was able to improve the FWHM and
PLQY signicantly over the biased weight experiments (Fig. 6C
and D).
Ensemble neural network design

Aer building an understanding of experiment selection algo-
rithm performance under various multi-parameter handling
strategies, the next aim was to develop an effective ENN-based
belief modeling algorithm.36 Ensemble modeling strategies in
contrast to GPR models, implement a collection of models –

each of which is individually unlikely to comprehensively
represent the chemical synthesis space – and combines them
into a single effective predictor. The ensemble models used in
this work were feed and cascade forward, dense neural networks
(NNs) – shown in Fig. 7A.

Individual NNs fi(x) can be trained to obtain predictions of
an experimental response given some set of experimental
inputs x. Associated with each model within the ensemble is
a weight, qi, which represents the posterior probability that
model fi describes the ground-truth function generating the
data. Through combination of these NNs and their weight terms
into the ensemble, we can obtain estimates of the response and
corresponding uncertainty

mðxÞ ¼
X
i

qifiðxÞ (3)

s2ðxÞ ¼
X
i

qi½fiðxÞ � mðxÞ�2 (4)
Fig. 7 (A) Schematic of feedforward and cascade forward neural netw
measured objective function values after 25 experiments. (D) Best meas
Best measured objective function values after 10 and 20 experiments a
variant (F). The shaded region corresponds to the 25th to the 75th perce

6030 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 6025–6036
Covðx; x0Þ ¼
X
i

qi½fiðxÞ � mðxÞfiðx0Þ � mðx0Þ� (5)

Such estimates, uncertainties, and covariances are then used
in subsequent decision-making policies to calculate expected
rewards/regret for running a particular experiment. While other
types of neural networks are appropriate for high-dimensional
structured input data, such as convolutional neural networks
for image data,37,38 or for sequential data, such as long short-
term memory networks,39,40 in the case of solution-processed
materials, the input data is neither high-dimensional nor
structured. As such, we treat the ve-dimensional LHP QD
synthesis parameters directly as input features to a dense NN.

Next, we systematically varied the architecture of the neural
networks within the ENN model from one to six layers with one
to ve nodes per layer – further detailed in ESI Section S.4.‡ In
addition to this strategy, different combinations of constraints
were employed on a set of randomly selected architectures
where each model in the ensemble featured a different combi-
nation of nodes and layers, as shown in Table 1.

Aer training an ENN model on acquired data sets, an EI
decision policy was used to search the generated LHP QD
synthesis model for the next experiment to conduct. The quality
of the optimization was evaluated by tting the median best
measured objective function ðZ0

bÞ value from 100 optimization
replicates to a learning rate decay curve to attain the learning
rate decay ðd0

LÞ:

Z
0
bðieÞ ¼ h0

1þ ied
0
L

þ ZN (6)
ork structures. (B) Median learning decay rate and (C) median best
ured objective function values as a function of learning decay rate. (E)
s a function of number of models in the ensemble using randomized
ntiles.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 8 (A) Median best measured objective function value and (B)
median of the best measured objective function value after exploita-
tion of the belief model as a function of number of experiments for all
tested decision policies. Median best measured objective function
value for six different target emissions spanning the attainable reaction
space using (C) EI and (D) EPLT, and (E) the median best measured
objective function value after 25 experiments with (F) the corre-
sponding learning decay rate. The shaded regions correspond to the
25th and 75th percentiles of each campaign. All campaigns were
conducted without prior knowledge.

Table 1 Summary of studied ENN architectures implementing
randomized neural network structures throughout the ensemble. NL
corresponds to number of layers and NN corresponds to the number
of nodes per layer

Variant NL NN

A 1 to 6 1 to 5
B 1 to 6 1 to 3
C 1 to 6 2
D 2 to 4 1 to 5
E 2 to 4 1 to 3
F 2 to 4 2
G 3 1 to 5
H 3 1 to 3

Edge Article Chemical Science
Zb(ie) is the best measured objective function value as
a function of the experiment number, h0 is the initial learning
rate, ie is the experiment number, and ZN is the predicted
convergent objective function value as ie/N. Additionally, the
median best measured objective function value aer 25 exper-
iments ðZ0

b;25Þ was compared across the tested models.
Throughout the ENN-based optimization campaigns, the

cascade forward structure consistently outperformed feed
forward neural networks. For both equivalent architecture and
total parameters – see ESI Section S.5‡ – cascade forward-based
ENNs resulted in lower Z0

b;25 and higher d0
L than corresponding

feed forward ENNs (Fig. 7B–D). It should be noted that this
advantage is present while using typical training parameters.
Under an alternative training algorithm, feed forward ENNs
could signicantly improve in performance, even beyond the
capabilities of cascade forward ENNs. While many of the
randomized neural network architecture ENNs performed
similarly to the constant structure ENNs, the ENN architecture
variant F (i.e., two to four layers with two nodes per layer) was
able to reach the lowest median Z0

b;25 with a moderately high
d0

L: Furthermore, increasing the size of the ensembles from 50
to 200 models (Fig. 7B) improved model performance notably
across all architectures. Shown in Fig. 7E, based on the behavior
of this highest performing ENN architecture, the improvements
were unlikely to continue past 200 models. While the number of
models in the ensemble may be reduced to lower computational
costs at the expense of precision, ensembles greater than 200
models do not provide any clear additional benet.

Decision policies

Decision policies are the algorithms used to intelligently select
of the next experimental condition based on the predictions and
uncertainty of a given model. A simplistic optimization algo-
rithm will select experimental conditions at the predicted
optimum of the model, also known as pure exploitation (EPLT).
However, in scarce data availability scenarios, this technique is
oen inefficient as large regions of the accessible synthesis
space are le underexplored. Alternatively, the decision policy
may respond to the model uncertainty – e.g., the variance across
models in an ensemble for a given input – and select experi-
ments where the greatest information may be attained, also
known as maximum variance (MV). Furthermore,
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
comprehensively understanding a material synthesis space is
also inefficient for extracting a single set of optimal input
conditions for a given optimization campaign. The best deci-
sion policies take into consideration both exploitation of the
predicted optima and exploration of the accessible material
synthesis space. In this work, two common mixed exploration-
exploitation decision policies were studied, upper condence
bound (UCB) and EI.

Shown in Fig. 8A, both EI and UCB reached a lower Z0
b than

MV and EPLT throughout the entirety of the optimization. MV is
not expected to sample the optimal formulation, but it is
reasonable to expect the policy to build an accurate belief
model. However, when the ENNs built through each policy were
instructed to predict the optimal conditions aer each experi-
ment (Fig. 8B), EI and UCB still produced lower median objec-
tive function values ðZ0opt:

b Þ than both MV and EPLT. While UCB
and EI resulted in very similar learning curves, the UCB policy
presented here is the result of tuning the explore-exploit control
parameter (3) over twelve campaigns – see ESI Section S.6.‡ EI
inherently does not require this same tuning and is therefore
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 6025–6036 | 6031



Fig. 9 Median best objective function value as a function of number of
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considered the more favorable decision policy for use in the AI-
guided LHP QD synthesis.

Furthermore, the advantage of EI over EPLT demonstrates
the necessity of partially exploratory policies over purely
exploiting a belief model. This advantage is relatively small for
the 2.2 eV target emission used in this study; however,
expanding the number of target emissions (Fig. 8C and D)
further demonstrates the superiority of EI. Throughout the
entirety of the tunable parameter space, EI results in lower Z0

b;25

than EPLT and can reach these values more consistently (Fig. 8E
and F). This advantage is most apparent near the outer bounds
of the attainable synthesis space – i.e. at an Ep of 1.9 eV and
2.4 eV. Exploitation of the model can likely capture parameters
near the optima, but due to the challenges of extrapolation
outside the understood reaction space, more complex strategies
that attempt to rst explore that external space are required
when optimizing near the system extremes.
experiments for (A) the current tuned model, the current tuned model
with Adaboost.RT, the current tuned model with staggered sample-
selection, and the former model presented in prior work using EI and
as a function of predicted experimentation time and (B) the highest
performing ENN and GP-based algorithm and four commonly used
algorithms (SNOBFIT, CMA-ES, NSGA-II, pure exploration) as a func-
tion of experiment number. The belief model uncertainty at the
selected experimental conditions before and after sampling and the
squared error of the prediction before sampling relative to the ground
truth model for (C) ENN and (D) GP. The shaded regions correspond to
the 25th and 75th percentiles.
Performance comparisons

Recently, our group has demonstrated the application of ENN
modeling36 in real-time, AI-guided QD synthesis.28 While the effi-
cacy of AI methods for accelerated formulation discovery and
synthesis optimization of colloidal LHP QDs was demonstrated,
the large data requirements make ne tuning of these parameters
unrealistic to attain experimentally. Additionally, the advantages of
such ENN algorithms over conventional GPR-based and other
established methods such as the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm II (NSGA-II)41–43 or Covariance Matrix Adaption-
Evolutionary Strategy (CMA-ES)42 remain unclear due to the
inherent variability in simple optimization performance for unin-
formed chemical synthesis studies.

Shown in Fig. 9A, the newly developed ENN-EI structure
provides clear advantages over the prior reported structure in
both computational cost and optimization efficiency and
effectiveness. Furthermore, the inclusion of the ensemble
boosting algorithm Adaboost.RT44,45 produced no clear advan-
tage over the standard ENN which uses a uniform weighted
mean within the ensemble. Finally, the effect of staggering the
experiment execution and synthesis formulation selection was
evaluated. Staggered sampling, as reported in our prior work,
allows the optimization algorithm to search for the next
experimental conditions while the robotic material synthesizer
is operating, therefore maximizing the available time of the
experimental platform. This process is conducted by providing
experiments 1 to ie � 1 to the AI-guided synthesis algorithm
while sample ie is being collected. This process reduces the total
optimization time and, as demonstrated by the simulation
campaigns, does not signicantly reduce the effectiveness of the
AI-guided synthesis algorithm.

In the next set of simulation campaigns, we investigated the
performance of the optimized ENN-EI algorithm vs. established
optimization algorithms. The newly tuned ENN-based autono-
mous material synthesis method provided a clear advantage
over all tested established optimization techniques (Fig. 9B).
Even though both evolutionary strategies, CMA-ES and NSGA-II,
were pre-tuned for their generation population size (ESI Section
6032 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 6025–6036
S.7‡), neither matched the performance of ENN-EI. Addition-
ally, SNOBFIT performed similarly to a pure exploration policy,
a nding similar to our prior reported work. It should be noted
that at higher experiment numbers, SNOBFIT is expected to
converge onto an optima, while pure exploration is most likely
to fail. In comparing the highest performing AI-guided
synthesis strategies, the ENN method demonstrated a clear
advantage over GP – shown in Fig. 9B–D.

To better understand the performance improvement of ENN
models over GPs, the marginal impact of an additional data
point aer every experiment was studied. As shown in Fig. 9C
and D, the uncertainties associated with the experimental
response before and aer the experiment is run (gray and red
lines) are closer to one another when using an ENN model than
they are when using GP. This suggests that GPs (at least with
a squared-exponential kernel) learn locally – a single data point
describing the experimental response at some input x provides
signicant correlative information for the experimental
responses x0 nearby. In contrast, in the ENN, the information
provided by a single data point impacts the entire training of
the ensemble models, especially in the case of low data. The
correlation between prediction error and model uncertainty
may be further understood using the Kendall rank coefficient.
By comparing the median uncertainty before sampling and
prediction error (shown in Fig. 9C–D) through a one-sided
Kendall tau test, the ENN resulted in a p-value of <0.01, indi-
cating that there is a correlation between the uncertainty and
error, while the GP resulted in a p-value of 0.61, which failed to
identify a correlation.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 10 The number of experiments required to meet the global optimization campaign criteria using (A) an MV-EPLT meta-decision policy as
a function of starting exploration set size and (B) an EI-EPLT policy as a function of the sample ratio between EPLT and EI. (C) Probability
histograms for the number of experiments required at each target emission for pure EI, pure EPLT, and the optimal parameters for MV-EPLT and
EI-EPLT.
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As a result, a single data point may impact the prediction
being made globally. This is not unlike the effect seen when
training a parametric model – a change in parameter values
impacts the predictions made by such model for any choice of
inputs to that model. Therefore, the ENN updates models
globally while the GP updates them locally. This effect may be
exaggerated particularly in the case of the EI policy, which has
been demonstrated to stagnate due an eventual imbalance
between exploration and exploitation. Because uncertainties are
not decreased in a local manner with ENN, such a stagnation
may be mitigated, allowing for a more exploratory search to take
place with ENN-EI versus GP-EI.

As shown in Fig. 10C and Fig. 11A–D, the policies reliant on
EPLT consistently struggle to reach the stopping criteria at the
outer bounds of the LHP QD synthesis space, a nding similar
to that shown in the uninformed studies. Even with a prior
training set (MV-EPLT), EPLT struggles to nd these outer
bound optima, which suggests that MV on its own does not
completely capture the full range of relevant colloidal synthesis
conditions in the number of experiments allotted. In the
internal positions of the material synthesis space, i.e., setpoints
2.0 eV to 2.3 eV, EPLT performs similarly to EI. However, EI-
EPLT provided the most efficient navigation of the LHP QD
synthesis space. This meta-decision policy operates efficiently
due to the targeted exploration of the outer bounds of the
material synthesis space through EI, followed by the exploita-
tion of the newly structure model through an EPLT policy.
Meta-decision policy analysis

While typical examples of one-off campaigns (such as Bayesian
optimization) prioritize balanced exploration and exploitation
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
within a campaign, we may consider a broader class of meta-
decisions to be made when planning and coordinating
between several optimization campaigns, which is consistent to
how experiments are run and how science advances in general.
For example, we may consider a meta policy that learns generic
information about a material synthesis space prior to any
optimization campaign, especially when seeking multiple
optimized products from the same synthesis space (e.g., LHP
QDs with different emission colors from the same batch of
starting precursors). This generic, learned prior information
could then be used in optimization campaigns over which the
initial up-front costs of learning are amortized. We can then
consider the optimal trade-off between general, global learning
and optimization in terms of the total amount of time needed to
perform both types of campaigns together for multiple targeted
output materials. Such cost-based, episodic methods could be
explicitly modeled and optimized using episodic RL techniques,
but here we shall perform a simulation-based study to similarly
identify the optimal balance.

Four types of meta-decision policies were evaluated through
multi-stage optimization completion criteria. The optimiza-
tions were performed by consecutively targeting peak emissions
of 1.9–2.4 eV using 0.1 eV intervals and additive data across the
set-points. The stopping criteria were met when, at each set
point, the measured peak emission was within 2 meV of the
target peak emission energy. The MV-EPLT policy was con-
ducted by rst sampling a starting set size of MV selected
experiments, followed by EPLT for each of the target emissions
(Fig. 10A). The EI-EPLT policy operated by performing consec-
utive EI experiments followed by a single EPLT selected exper-
iment. The obtained ratio of EPLT to EI experiments (nEPLT/nEI)
for each optimization campaign is shown in Fig. 10B. We also
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 6025–6036 | 6033



Fig. 11 Sample measurement output scatter plots from the four meta-decision policy campaigns, (A) EI, (B) EPLT, (C) MV-EPLT, and (D) EI-EPLT,
where colored spheres represent the current target emission selection by EI, gray spheres represent MV selected experiments, and colored
cubes represent EPLT selected experiments.
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conducted pure EPLT and pure EI as control experiments. As
shown in Fig. 10A and B, an MV starting set size of 12–25
experiments passed the stopping criteria in the shortest
number of experiments for the MV-EPLT policy, but the EI-EPLT
policy at a ratio of 0.25 outperformed MV-EPLT by 8
experiments.

It should be noted that while the use of a surrogate model
has enabled further development of a range of experiment
selection algorithms, there are limitations to surrogate repre-
sentations of real-world systems. Most notably, the ground
truth model surface is likely smoother than the actual system,
resulting in more optimistic estimates of the selection algo-
rithm effectiveness. In this case, the performance of ENN
methods in the surrogate model will likely be boosted over
a real-world system. However, based on the comparison of real-
world optimization runs with the surrogate system (ESI Section
S.2‡), the developed surrogate model appears to approximately
reect the expected performance of the tested algorithms.
Furthermore, the comparison of the proposed optimal ENN
algorithm with various ENN variants as well as with established
algorithms is intended to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
methods and not necessarily claim a holistic advantage.

Conclusions

In this work, 600 000 simulated autonomous materials devel-
opment experiments were conducted using a single-period
horizon RL algorithm integrated with a multi-stage surrogate
material synthesis model derived from 1000 real-world
6034 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 6025–6036
experiments implementing an autonomous microuidic
reactor. More than 150 different AI-guided material space
exploration algorithms with tuneable meta-decisions were
evaluated in their ability to effectively optimize quality metrics
of LHP QDs (i.e., quantum yield and emission linewidth) at
a target emission energy via halide exchange reactions. Through
this work, an AI-guided materials development algorithm from
the position of no prior knowledge was automatically developed
(Auto-AI)—unattainable through real-world experimental trial
and error strategies—by systematic investigation of the multi-
objective handling methods, model architectures, meta-
decisions, and decision policies. The developed ENN-based
materials development algorithm outperformed previously
established material space exploration strategies and achieved
a signicant increase in optimization precision over GPR-based
algorithms. Furthermore, a comprehensive strategy for
exploring a multi-target output space was developed and char-
acterized, enabling rapid exploration of new material spaces
featuring tunable parameters such as peak emission. Further
implementation of the ENN-based Auto-AI models andmethods
presented in this work will facilitate the adoption of autono-
mous robotic experimentation strategies for discovery and
formulation optimization of emerging energy-relevant
materials.
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